C. ELLENBY 1) :The hydrogen ion concentration inside the cyst of the potato-root eelworm during hatching with some observations on the rate of movement of solutions into and out of the cyst.
Time in minutes after transfer tests with glass models to assess the contribution of the neck and vulval apertures to exchanges with the outside environment. A cyst may be about 0.5 mm in diameter and have neck and vulval apertures each of about 20 p diameter. Glass models were made so that the total cross sectional area of the apertures bore the same relation to the volume of the cyst model as in the actual cyst. However, the fenestra of the cyst eventually breaks down, approximately doubling the vulval aperture. A second series of models was therefore made having the relations of cross sectional aperture area to cyst volume of the fenestrated cyst. In both series of models the diameter of the "cyst" was about 15 mm.
The model cysts were filled with M/15 buffer solutions of pH 5.0, the apertures closed with the fingers, and then gently reopened beneath the surface of a large volume of a buffer solution of pH 8.0. Determination showed that the internal pH reached equilibrium with the outside in a very short time indeed, even in the case of the "non-fenestrated" models with the smaller aperture/volume ratio. Reversing the experiment, or using more dilute buffers, gave similar results. Clearly the experiments with glass models indicate that it is not necessary to assume the existence of pore-canals in the cyst wall to explain the rate at which equilibrium is attained; equilibrium could be rapidly attained through neck and vulva apertures alone.
The results suggest that the protective nature of the cyst may be due more, perhaps, to the communal nature of its contents rather than to the properties of its wall.
